The University of Memphis
Scheidt School of Music Presents

An Evening of the Gershwin Brothers

The University of Memphis Jazz Singers
Jack Cooper/Alvie Givhan, conductors

Program to be chosen from:

Someone To Watch Over Me 
Love Walked In
A Foggy Day
Embraceable You
I Got Rhythm
Fascinating Rhythm
I’ve Got A Crush On You
Ain’t Necessarily So

*Do It Again

*All selections composed by George and Ira Gershwin except where notated
The University of Memphis Jazz Singers
Jack Cooper/Alvie Givhan: conductors

Karoline Larsen
Gracelyn Penn
Evann Velasquez
Sirlatimore Wilson

Piano/conductor: Alvie Givhan
Saxophone: Sam Lumsden
Bass: Sam Shoup
Drums: Jacob Bross